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Abstract

The continuous verification of process reliability is essential to semiconductor manufacturing. The tool that

accomplishes this task in the required short time is the fast wafer level reliability monitoring (fWLR). The basic ap-

proaches for this task are described in this introductory overview. It summarizes sampling plans, discusses the feasibility

of using fWLR for screening and describes the data assessment and application of control cards. Beyond these general

topics many of the fWLR stress methods are described in detail: Dielectric stressing by means of an exponential current

ramp is compared to ramped voltage stress. Especially for thin oxides the methods differ regarding the soft breakdown

detection and the time they consume. Another task of fWLR is the detection of plasma induced damage, which can be

achieved by applying a revealing stress to MOSFETs with antenna. The design challenges of the structures and the test

method as well as the data assessment are described in detail. An important section deals with fWLR for interconnects.

In this section the appropriate test structures (including thermal simulations) are illustrated and fast electromigration

stresses are discussed and the details of standard wafer level electromigration accelerated test (SWEAT) are included.

For contacts and vias a simple method to check reliability is presented. Finally the monitoring of device reliability is

treated. It is shown that using indirect parameters that correlate well to standard parameters such as the drain current

can be beneficial for fWLR. For both, the interconnects and the devices, it is essential to have locally heated test

structures in order to keep the stress time low. The detection and verification of mobile ions can also be performed with

such a self-heated structure. For the described methods examples are given to illustrate the usefulness.

� 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Semiconductor manufacturers worldwide have

introduced many different tools to control and monitor

their product quality. Closely linked to a good quality is

the yield of the manufacturing process. Only a process

with high yield and good quality guarantees a profitable

business. In the areas of design and layout of the circuit,

the technology development or wafer processing and the

packaging, various different tools are implemented for

the monitoring and the control of the quality. Here in
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this paper the area of interest is the technology and

wafer processing. Many control and monitoring tools

which are directly applied before the wafers are diced are

well known such as: process in-line monitors, process

control monitoring (PCM), process qualification, reli-

ability control monitor (RCM), quarterly monitoring

(or re-qualification), wafer burn in and wafer product

test. Most of these tools are implemented in the fabri-

cation sites. Set up and the choice of methods depend on

the fab situation and the stability of the process. Of these

tools the RCM and the corresponding fast wafer level

reliability (fWLR) monitoring is discussed in detail in

this fWLR introduction.

Continuous monitoring and controlling of process

reliability is an essential task during technology devel-

opment, process ramp up and after process qualification
ed.
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during high volume production. It is assumed that

during integrated circuit (IC) mass production the pro-

cess reliability characteristics improve due to continuous

learning and improvement of the process or at least do

not change at all with respect to process qualification

results. In reality process variations or misaligned pro-

cess tools might cause reliability deviations. The insta-

bilities which are responsible for a process reliability

degradation can often not be identified by process in-line

monitors or PCM. Therefore, an appropriate tool for

this task is required. fWLR stressing, i.e. very short,

highly accelerated stresses on RCM test structures

integrated in the scribe line of product wafers, can be

specifically employed to monitor the process reliability

[1]. Regular fWLR monitoring is able to highlight reli-

ability changes of process steps or tools and can indicate

violations of the product reliability target when extra-

polation models are available. In case of a reliability

degradation fWLR is a trigger for root cause investi-

gations and subsequent for process improvement, cor-

rective actions or Burn-In. Also built in reliability (BIR)

as a method for the continuous improvement of the

process reliability is mainly based on a well established

fWLR approach [2–4].

Originally the WLR monitoring idea and its imple-

mentation had been proposed in the literature by several

people such as Crook [5], Turner [6], Messick [7] for

various reliability problems and was put into integrated

circuit mass production by many different semiconduc-

tor manufacturers [7–11]. The currently used fast WLR

monitoring is a direct development of accelerated reli-

ability testing on wafer level of some 10 years ago. In

Fig. 1 the characteristics of accelerated reliability

stressing is depicted and compared to the targeted

product reliability. The time to failure is displayed as a

function of the stress acceleration where the operating

conditions can be found on the left side of the x-axis.
The product itself must function under operating con-

ditions for a specified lifetime. The typical lifetime (of

more than 10y ¼ 3:15� 108 s) depends on the actual
Fig. 1. Comparison of fWLR to other accelerated tests and

targeted product lifetime.
product operating conditions and thus varies to some

degree with operation voltage and temperature as illus-

trated in Fig. 1. Product life tests and also long term

reliability stresses are usually carried out under slightly

accelerated stress conditions on package level with stress

times from 104 to 108 s. Long term reliability stresses are

used in process qualifications for extrapolation model

parameter extraction and when new materials and/or

process steps are introduced first time into a technology.

For faster feedback to process development higher

accelerated tests on wafer level are performed when the

degradation mechanism is known to be the same as on

package level, e.g. for metal line electromigration, gate

oxide degradation and device reliability. WLR stress

measurements are commonly applied during process

qualification in addition to the package level tests. Stress

times can vary from 10 to 105 s. Lifetime projections

based solely on data of highly accelerated WLR stresses

include some degree of uncertainty. However, if they are

backed up by package level stresses they are very useful

and save measurement time for lifetime extrapolations.

In case of gate oxide reliability a lot of publications

indicate that models at low electric field are also valid at

electric fields of WLR stresses [12–14]. Also for elec-

tromigration measurements it has been shown that

Black’s Law [17] is valid for package level as well as

fWLR monitoring [18].

Further increase of the acceleration on wafer level is

possible for many mechanisms, however, the quantita-

tive conclusion in some cases has to be replaced by a

qualitative estimate. Stress times for fWLR can range

from 1 to 100 s. In order to minimize the stress time

special stress and measurement sequences are required in

addition to a special test structure design [19]. At the end

of a process qualification ideally fWLR measurements

are performed on the qualification hardware. This result

can serve as reference for sufficient reliability perfor-

mance. fWLR data taken during high volume produc-

tion can be compared to this reference with the help of

SPC [2]. In this case no data extrapolation is required.

The short measurement time of fWLR monitoring

allows a reasonably high sampling rate at the end-of-line

test. The availability of the necessary RCM test struc-

tures in the scribe line of productive wafers provides also

a fast feedback for process development and improve-

ment if reliability problems occur. fWLR monitoring

tests are also more economical in comparison to regular

reliability tests on test chips which requires extra test

wafer fabrication.

In comparison, usually, PCM tests measure the actual

device parameters at time zero. Those parameter tests

which are located in Fig. 1 in the lower left corner do not

include any time dependence or degradation character-

istics. Clearly PCM tests reflect the time zero device

functionality characteristics but do usually not highlight

reliability risks. Therefore, fWLR monitoring is con-
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sidered to be an essential tool of the in-line test for

reliability aspects in addition to PCM tests.

In comparison to quarterly reliability monitoring or

quarterly re-qualification the regular weekly fWLR mon-

itoring has the large advantage of giving a much faster

feedback into production. Quarterly reliabilitymonitoring

or quarterly re-qualification can also identify reliability

risks but in nearly all cases it is impossible to correct the

root cause for it in timewithout having packaged products

failing in a Burn-In or even field returns.

This paper summarizes the various fWLR methods

that are successfully applied in mass production world-

wide for addressing the most dominant technology

reliability risks. Necessary test structures and critical

design issues, test details, data screening and analysis

and examples of successful problem detection will be

presented and discussed. Some general considerations

on fWLR monitoring such as sampling frequency are

discussed first. The technical aspects are discussed in the

following order: dielectric reliability, plasma induced

damage, electromigration and device degradation.
2. Sampling frequency for fWLR monitoring

The testing frequency of fWLR monitoring is a key

element for:

• the detection of processing problems,

• the correct interpretation of recorded data.

In general, the sampling of fWLR monitoring should

correspond to the state of the process performance. For

process development and/or the ramp up of the process

a high sampling is recommended in order to get suffi-

cient reliability information in a short time. However,

for a stable and mature process the sampling frequency

can be minimized, e.g. one complete stress cycle on one

lot per week and technology. But for the following cases,

listed below, which can occur during integrated circuit
Table 1

Definition of fWLR sample size, corrective actions and comparison of

into a process

Control mode fWLR frequency Typ

Process control for reliability 1–5 Lots per week and tech-

nology dependent on wafer

starts per week, 10–15

wafers per lot

15–

3–1

Screening maverick lots Every lot, 3–5 wafers per lot 3–1

3–5

Screening wafers Every lot and every wafer 3–5

dev
mass production the sampling must be increased

according to an established out of control action plan

(OCAP) which organizes adjustments of sampling and

further actions. OCAP can be triggered by:

1. sudden maverick lot,

2. ‘‘continuous un-stable’’ process, no corrective action

identified yet,

3. process or recipe change,

4. tool change, maintenance,

5. WLR-tester hardware/software up-date.

The temporary increase in the sampling can affect all

reliability aspects (cases 1, 2 and 5) or the sample in-

crease can be restricted to a subset of the fWLR moni-

toring tests (cases 1–4). The sampling frequency can be

varied by the following three aspects:

• the sample size per wafer,

• the number of wafers per lot,

• the number of lots dependent on the total wafer

starts per week.

Depending on the reliability mechanism the sampling

size per wafer can vary typically from 3–5 to 20–25

samples. Surely, reliability risks with extrinsic (defect

related, bimodal) failure modes require large sample

sizes in order to gain an insight when and where on the

wafer the extrinsic mode or the earlier mode appears.

For wafer mapping of data in general a large sample size

is needed. Typically, dielectric stress measurements are

performed with a large sample size since the early

extrinsic fails of the dielectric reliability are of interest

and should be monitored. The dielectric stress mea-

surements include the gate oxide reliability (also other

dielectrics) as well as the plasma induced damage (PID)

tests.

Table 1 summarizes the possible control modes, the

fWLR frequency, the sampling on the wafer and the

decision criteria for corrective actions. The control mode
underlying reasons for the implementation of fWLR monitoring

ical sampling per wafer Decision criteria triggering cor-

rective actions

25 Devices for dielectrics,

0 devices for other stresses

Statistically significant deviation

(SPC criteria), root cause inves-

tigation––process improvement

5 Devices for dielectrics,

devices for other stresses

Reliability limit––re-measuring

complete lot with higher sam-

pling––scrap wafers or lot

Devices for dielectrics, 1–3

ices for other stresses

Reliability limit––re-measuring

wafers with higher sampling––

scrap wafers



Fig. 2. Example of control card following SPC rules. A clear

violation of the trend is marked with a circle when the lot data

is above the upper control limit (UCL).
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is the underlying reason for the implementation of

fWLR monitoring. Three categories exist and are dis-

played in Table 1.

The first category ‘‘Process control for reliability’’

represents the standard mode for a fWLR monitoring

sampling plan. It includes the testing of 10–15 wafers per

lot selected for fWLR with the complete fWLR plan and

where needed a large number of samples per wafer. In

case of any violations the OCAP describes and triggers

further actions. The aim is the detection of process

instabilities, the immediate feedback into the process,

the identification and the adjusting of the affected pro-

cess tools. The main goal of fWLR monitoring is that

the process keeps a stable reliability on a high level and

as a result ensures a minimum of field fails from the

customers.

The second category ‘‘Screening maverick lots’’ in-

cludes the fWLR testing of 3–5 wafers per lot. The

underlying task of this control mode is the identification

of a lot which shows process reliability problems. Since

only a few wafers are regularly tested per lot an OCAP

must trigger the testing of the remaining wafers of the lot

and other corrective actions in case of a reliability target

violation. In IC mass production this control mode will

result in a cost intensive in-line measurement cycle when

the complete fWLR plan is applied. However, when a

single reliability risk is identified and the corresponding

reliability stress sequence is time optimized then fWLR

monitoring of each lot could still be economically even

for mass production.

The third category ‘‘Screening wafers’’ requires that

every single wafer of the production is monitored with a

limited sample size per wafer. Clearly the aim of this

control mode is to identify single wafers which do not

meet the targeted process reliability and subsequently to

down grade or scrap them according to the established

OCAP. This is also a very cost and resource intensive

measurement task. Additionally, it should be mentioned

that some defect related reliability risks cannot be as-

sessed on the basis of a few samples on one monitored

wafer. In other words, the category, ‘‘Screening wafers’’,

represents the least practical sampling strategy of a

fWLR monitoring scheme.
3. fWLR data assessment

In any of the above sampling cases the fWLR data

assessment over time should be performed using SPC-

like charts with an upper (UCL) and lower control limt

(LCL) [2]. For most reliability aspects only one control

limit is critical and triggers corrective actions. An ad-

justed SPC chart and method is needed for fWLR. Note

that also clear deviations to better reliability are

worthwhile to be noticed and understood to reduce

performance trade off. The SPC chart indicates any
deviation from the usually expected process reliability as

it is indicated in Fig. 2 while small deviations are tol-

erated as the usual process variation. In case of viola-

tions the established OCAP defines the subsequent

action items and corrective measures. It is possible for

some degradation mechanisms such as electromigration

lifetime, hot carrier lifetime and gate oxide defect density

that a reliability limit can be given which corresponds to

the product target. This limit represents a measure for

quantitative assessment beyond the LCL or UCL.

Care has to be taken when assessing the raw data

in order to extract the data points for the control card.

A step by step approach has proven useful.

1. The first step includes the data assessment of integrity

tests before the actual fWLR stress and verification

measurements after the stress was completed. This

is a JEDEC conform methodology (e.g. in [31]) to

avoid misleading data points from e.g. initially bro-

ken test structures or from malfunctioning stress

sequences.

2. In the second step all necessary calculations are per-

formed in order to get the reliability parameters that

can indicate a reliability degradation in a cumulative

plot.

3. The third step consists of the representation of the rel-

evant fWLR data in a cumulative failure probability

plot. From the distribution characteristic parameters

are determined for each reliability mechanism. For

dielectric reliability assessment the Weibull plot is ap-

plied and generally accepted in literature [15]. Electro-

migration results are usually displayed in log-normal

plots [16]. Other parameters such as a drift of a tran-

sistor parameter or the change in leakage current is

usually plotted as cumulative plots with a linear per-

centage scale but dependent on the parameter a log-

or linear-scale for the drift value is used.

4. The fourth step is to extract the key parameters from

the cumulative plot and represent this result in a con-

trol card as it is presented in Fig. 2.

This four-step approach will become clearer when the

technical aspects of the fWLR measurements will be

described in detail in the following sections.
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4. Dielectric reliability

The test structures used for dielectric reliability

investigations can have various shapes and geometries:

large capacitors with rectangular plate, transistors, ar-

rays of transistors or arrays of small unit cell capaci-

tors [20], structured capacitors with e.g. fingers,

serpentines. Output data can be strongly influenced by

the edge to area ratio of a test structure. In general it is

assumed that defects and intrinsic weaknesses are

randomly distributed across the area and the edge

[21,22] which is described by the Poisson model. Note

also that a structure can have more than one edge

component. The main aim for the design of the test

structure is to reflect all critical structure issues which

occur in the products. In other words the structure

should be product relevant. For example, in a digital

circuit with millions of MOS transistors an array of

parallel connected MOS transistors is the ideal test

structure assessing edge and area components of the

gate dielectric simultaneously. The layout of a large

structure in the scribe line has the disadvantage of

generating a long structure which easily measures a few

mm. For this reason the design and layout must be

optimized to minimize the series resistance of the

interconnects to the stress terminals [23]. Due to the

limited space in the scribe line a maximum practical

area of a fWLR test structure is approximately 10�3

cm2. For thin gate oxide layers (approx. 3 nm and

below) the maximum usable oxide test area is addi-

tionally limited from direct tunneling currents with

respect to the max. current available from the test

equipment. Different dielectrics are integrated in one

integrated circuit and must be monitored, such as:

MOS gate oxide or new high-k dielectrics, metal–

insulator–metal (MIM) capacitors [24,25], polysilicon-

oxide-polysilicon capacitors [26], intermetal dielectric

(IMD) [27], stacked dielectrics [4], dielectrics for non-

volatile memory cells [28] and tunnel oxides.

The dielectric reliability during fWLR monitoring on

productive wafers is usually either measured with a

ramped voltage stress (RVS) or with an exponentially

ramped current stress (ERCS) [29,30] because of the

short measurement times in the range of approximately

5–15 s. Both fast reliability stress methods can be

adapted to all different dielectric materials, dielectric

thicknesses, test structure sizes and types. They are

documented in a JEDEC-standard [31] and can detect

the catastrophic hard breakdown. In a voltage ramp a

large current increase is expected in case of hard

breakdown while during a current ramp a voltage drop

is expected when the electrodes are shorted by a break-

down event. In case of the detection of soft breakdowns

for thin gate oxide layers the breakdown control mech-

anism of the ramped stress must be modified which is

described in a later subsection.
The most difficult part of a ramped oxide reliability

test is the reliable automated breakdown detection. A

current ramp offers the big advantage that a voltage

drop is easy to detect compared to a current increase for

a voltage ramp, especially in case of large direct tun-

neling currents. For a voltage stress usually a current

increase (larger than 10 times [41]) indicates the hard

breakdown event. This circumstance limits a voltage

stress to smaller allowed tunnel currents than a corre-

sponding current stress. Therefore, the voltage ramp

restricts the testable oxide area for thin oxides. With the

current ramp of [32] a 2.2 nm gate oxide area of 10�4

cm2 can be reliably monitored without any problems

using a SMU maximum current of 0.1 A.

A JEDEC conform ERCS had been first introduced

to fWLR by Kamolz [33]. This stress measurement had

the disadvantage of a very limited resolution of break-

down events in the low voltage regime. A newer more

sophisticated method includes a short voltage ramp be-

fore the ERCS [32]. The stress sequence is schematically

illustrated in Fig. 3. It consists of an integrity test at a

low voltage (e.g. operating voltage), an initial voltage

ramp and the exponential current ramp followed by two

breakdown verification measurements. At each step of

the current ramp approximately 10 voltage readings are

taken. These readings are then used for a noise calcu-

lation in order to detect soft breakdown. In any case the

stress is terminated after hard breakdown or reaching a

maximum current density or maximum electric field.

The measurement time for the detection of a hard

breakdown of a gate oxide is less than 5 s.

4.1. Thin gate oxide breakdown and soft breakdown

detection

Two different methods can be applied for the detec-

tion of thin gate oxide breakdown events:

• introduction of low bias integrity steps into the ramp,

• the assessment of the noise of the recorded measure-

ment points.

First the RVS will be discussed: for the monitoring of

breakdown events for thin gate oxides a JEDEC con-

form linear RVS is reported which additionally consists

of low bias steps (at typically 0.1 MV/cm) as it is sche-

matically illustrated in Fig. 4 [34,35]. This pulsed ramp

had been first proposed by Hallberg [36] and Heimann

[37]. In case of using these low voltage steps a break-

down event can be detected due to a large current in-

crease at the low voltage level as it can be seen in Fig. 5

by the sudden jump in current while Iuse is generally at

10�9 A [38]. The stress sequence of Fig. 4 has much

longer stress times than a simple RVS due to the addi-

tional measurements. Also such a low voltage step is

technically only feasible for a RVS but not for an ERCS.
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Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of an ERCS with a preceding voltage ramp and integrity and verification measurements [32].

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of a RVS with low voltage steps

for the integrity measurements of the gate oxide leakage cur-

rent.

Fig. 5. Recorded data from RVS with low voltage integrity

steps where the usual gate oxide leakage is at 10�9 A and in-

creases suddenly orders of magnitudes in case of a breakdown

[38].
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Therefore, this method for soft breakdown detection

seems less suitable for a fWLR monitoring when very

short stress times are desired.

The detection of soft breakdown from noise increase

is widely used and also manifested in a JEDEC standard

[39–41]. This method is preferred for the fWLR moni-

toring stress sequence since it does not include addi-

tional time consuming measurements. It can be part of

an ERCS and will be discussed in the following para-

graphs. The fast noise detection method of reference [40]

which requires five consecutive voltage readings has

been slightly adjusted to get more reliable results. The

noise is no longer calculated from the absolute value of

the voltage readings but from the difference (slope) be-

tween two consecutive voltage readings. This offers the

advantage of not being sensitive to any trapping effects
(continuous voltage changes––increase or decrease)

during a stress step of the current ramp. However, using

the method calculating the noise from [40] the absolute

value would indicate falsely an increased noise level

during charge trapping. The noise of the slope method is

calculated using Eq. (1) and requires six voltage readings

at the same step of the ramp as input (Vi)

Noiseslope ¼ ABS
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Fig. 7. Charge to breakdown (Qbd) of hard and soft break-

downs measured during an ERCS displayed in a Weibull plot.
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In the equation Vi are the voltage readings per stress step
of the current ramp. Please, note that the units of the

noise in Eq. (1) are V2.

In Fig. 6 the measurement raw data of the current

ramp of [32] are displayed. The triangles forming an

almost straight line represent the exponentially ramped

current up to 3 mA and are plotted versus the number of

recorded measurement points. The x-symbols are the

corresponding measured voltages where it can be clearly

observed at about measurement point 490 that the

voltage decreases the first time. This event is a soft

breakdown which does not trigger the standard hard

breakdown criterion of a 5–10% voltage drop in an

ERCS [30]. At around measurement point 590 a hard

breakdown is recorded associated by a sudden drop of

the voltage of nearly 1 V. The dashed noisy line in Fig. 6

are the resulting calculated voltage noise values using

(Eq. (1)). A noise criterion for the detection of a soft

breakdown is set to 10�4 indicated by the horizontal

dashed line. In case of the first voltage decrease the

calculated noise exceeds the criterion of 10�4 and clearly

indicates the first breakdown event.

In Fig. 7 several Weibull distributions of charge to

breakdown (Qbd) from ERCS are presented emphasizing

the need of soft breakdown detection and plotting the

first breakdown event during an ERCS. The open tri-

angles represent only automatically detected hard

breakdowns with an underlying breakdown criterion of

a 5% voltage drop during the ERCS. Also a sample is

included which nearly had reached the Qbd compliance

of 50 C/cm2. The open circles show the Qbd of samples at

automatic soft breakdown detection. Note, that in this

case nearly all transistor arrays experienced a soft

breakdown event. In order to plot the first breakdown

event the minimum Qbd of both is used and plotted as

solid line which coincides with the soft breakdown dis-
Fig. 6. Voltage readings, injected currents, and calculated noise versu

oxide.
tribution. It is clear from Fig. 7 that the Qbd values of a

hard breakdown event are misleading and overestimate

the reliability of the gate oxide.

Fig. 8 presents Weibull distributions of voltage to

breakdown (Vbd) of the same gate oxide as in Fig. 7. The

open triangles represent automatically detected hard

breakdowns while the open circles show the Vbd values of
the soft breakdown. Also the first breakdown event is

displayed which could either be the soft or hard break-

down event for the final distribution. If a soft break-

down occurs then the Vbd of the soft breakdown is

plotted and in the other case the Vbd of the hard

breakdown is used. Fig 8 indicates that the Vbd values of
a hard breakdown event underestimate the reliability of

a gate oxide because of breakdowns below the soft

breakdown voltage and also due to the wide bimodal

distribution which is not anticipated. A detailed

description of the reason for the bimodal distribution is
s the no. of recorded measurement points for a 2.2 nm PMOS
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given in [32]. Please note that in Fig. 8 the Vbd values are
tightly distributed and show only intrinsic characteristics

which can be easily fitted by a straight line in the Weibull

diagram [15,29].

Additionally the defect density is introduced in Fig. 8

on the y-axis. The defect density, D, is calculated from

Eq. (2), where Aox is the oxide area of the test structure

and F ¼ i=N the cumulative failed portion of the sample

[29]. The defect density is independent of the area and is

a measure of the dielectric quality
D ¼ �1

Aox

� 	
� ðlnð1� F ÞÞ: ð2Þ
Fig. 9. Weibull distribution of 16,000 stressed transistor arrays of m

Please note that the lowest defect related Qbd deviate from the line du
4.2. Dielectric data assessment

Two essential parameters are evaluated from a Wei-

bull plot of a dielectric stress measurement and then

monitored over time and many lots in a control card

1. a point representing the intrinsic reliability at 63.2%

(intersection of distribution with dotted line in Fig.

9), optionally other percentages can also be extracted

such as the 50% value since the intrinsic branch is

tightly distributed;

2. a point which characterizes the extrinsic portion of

the Weibull distribution (intersection of distribution

with dashed line in Fig. 9).

Different methods are reported to extract a charac-

teristic point from the extrinsic part of the distribution.

A representative value can be determined from the

separation point between the intrinsic and extrinsic

branch. The separation point is located at the intersec-

tion of the distribution with the dashed horizontal line in

Fig. 9. It is basically the onset of extrinsic behavior. In

order to be able to compare the extracted values from

various Weibull distributions it is necessary to plot the

defect density on the y-axis as it has been shown in Fig.

8. The defect density is a unique parameter which is

independent of the stress bias level, the dielectric area,

and the type of reliability stress [29,42]. This defect

density can also be compared directly with the targeted

defect density for the integrated circuit. It has to be kept

in mind that a targeted IC defect density of gate oxide is

usually below 5 cm�2. Assuming a realistic maximum

dielectric test structure area of 10�4 cm2 in the scribe

line, 2000 transistor arrays would be required to monitor

the defect density of 5 cm�2 with the point at the lowest
ore than 60 lots with distinct extrinsic and intrinsic branches.

e to the limited measurement resolution.
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cumulative failure. Still this result would be not statis-

tically relevant. It can be concluded that a much larger

number of test structures must be measured than that

which is usually available on one lot. Of course the sit-

uation is worse for a single wafer if one wants to draw a

conclusion for the extrinsic dielectric reliability with re-

spect to the targeted defect density. This underlines the

statement which had been made in the earlier Section 2

regarding Table 1 that neither a wafer scrapping nor a

lot scrapping makes sense in case of defect density

monitoring unless the dielectric reliability is a catastro-

phe. In order to get some statement with respect to the

product target dielectric defect density data can be

cumulated over many lots [43]. Subsequently, an average

defect density can be reported in a control card which

has a good resolution below the targeted defect density.

The cumulated data of Fig. 9 can serve as an example

for such an assessment strategy.
5. Plasma induced damage

For productive fWLR monitoring of plasma induced

damage (PID) usually a MOS transistor is employed,

which has a much bigger structure, a so-called antenna,

attached to the gate electrode. In some cases also MOS

capacitors with antenna structures are reported [44]. But

it has been shown over the last years in the literature

that a MOS transistor as a PID detection device for

fWLR is beneficial, especially for a detailed character-

ization sequence [45,46]. Consequently in this section
Fig. 10. Schematic of poly silicon antenna finger structure
only fWLR monitoring for PID with MOS transistors is

discussed.

Typical antennas are 500–5000 times larger than the

active gate oxide area. The ratio between antenna area

and gate oxide area is called antenna ratio (AR). The

test modules in the scribe line are often restricted to a set

of few antenna test structures due to the limited space

because of the large antenna area required. The typical

worst case antenna is structured with minimum finger

width and minimum spacing to address high antenna

area ratios as well as high perimeter and shading effects

[47] (see Fig. 10). Antennas for process monitoring can

consist of single polysilicon, aluminum or copper metal

layers and/or arrays of vias and contacts. The AR is

much larger than the maximum AR allowed in the

product. This magnification of the charging damage

guaranties a certain safety margin or an early warning

before a product relevant PID is detected [48]. For a

multilevel metallization scheme stacked antennas are

introduced where antennas of different layers are con-

nected to one MOS gate in order to save test structure

space. A stacked antenna signals as well as a single an-

tenna the PID and indicates the group of process steps

(e.g. FEOL¼ front end of line: poly-Si, contact) which

possibly introduce a reliability risk. But a more detailed

investigation is required in order to find out which

specific layer had been affected. It is recommended to

address each process level, from poly to the last-but-one

metal level.

A pitfall with the design of an antenna and the cor-

responding AR is that during processing (especially

plasma etching or plasma deposition) the actual real
connected to the gate of a standard MOS transistor.
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antenna can be much bigger than the designed antenna

which is directly connected to the gate terminal. This

aspect is described in detail in [49]. Another tricky point

is that for avoiding the damage the maximum allowed

AR is not always the correct measure with respect to the

size of the active gate oxide area. When the active gate

oxide area is large then the AR which could introduce

PID becomes smaller than for a MOS transistor with

minimum feature size [50]. In other words, AR is gate

oxide area dependent. E.g. for large design conform

transistor arrays with AR in the range of 2–5 a plasma

damage can be observed.

Protective diodes or other schemes [49] should be

used to avoid unwanted charging effects from bond-pads

or connection lines especially on the reference device

(MOSFET without designed antenna). For the MOS

devices attached to the antennas only one single oxide

thickness is used and an oxide area of a few lm2 is

preferred, to avoid any influence of gate oxide extrinsic

defects and to minimize the required antenna area.

Usually a medium thickness in the range of 4–5 nm is

most susceptible to charging [51]. For monitoring pur-

pose nMOS and/or pMOS transistors have been used,

with the pMOS generally being more sensitive.

From this initial discussion it is clear that the main

benefit of a PID monitor included in fWLR is that the

process step(s) can be identified which cause the damage

and consequently the processing tools can be adjusted.

Due to a generally missing quantification of the PID it

cannot be said exactly what the real damage will be on

the product. But when gate oxide integrity structures

and hot carrier MOS transistors are not diode protected

then the influence of PID impact can be estimated from

the performance of those reliability tests. Therefore, a

downgrading or scrapping of wafers or lots solely based

on the results of a PID monitor is not recommended.

5.1. Measurement sequence

Different types of stress measurements and types of

parameters can be used to characterize the PID. In the

literature three main characterization methodologies are

reported:

1. Hot carrier stress test and the resulting transistor

parameter drift [52].

2. Gate oxide reliability stress and the change in time to

breakdown or breakdown strength [44,53].

3. Diagnostic gate bias stress and the corresponding

transistor parameter drift [46,54].

A very short hot-carrier channel injection stress for

fWLR is not as sensitive as a short gate bias Fowler–

Nordheim stress to reveal PID latent damage because of

the differences in stressed MOS transistor area. The

applied fWLR stress should be very fast since being part
of an in-line monitoring procedure. Therefore, any

constant gate oxide stress (such as TDDB) measuring

the time to breakdown is also not suitable. It has proven

useful to perform a gate bias constant current stress,

subsequently called diagnostic stress, and record the

transistor parameter drifts.

Typically, as transistor parameters the gate oxide

leakage IG, the threshold voltage Vt, the transistor

transconductance gm, and/or the saturation current Ids
are measured. The most suitable transistor parameter

for PID detection depends on the gate oxide thickness.

As mentioned above the highest sensitivity of Vt to

PID exists for 4–5 nm gate oxide thicknesses. Above

those thicknesses Vt is also a suitable parameter for the

PID characterization. However, below 4 nm the sen-

sitivity of Vt on PID becomes low and instead the gate

leakage current is more suitable for the characteriza-

tion [55].

Deviations of the parameters measured on antenna

devices with respect to those of the MOS reference

device indicate the presence of PID. But performing

the measurements on as-processed test structures may

not reveal PID. Therefore, a gate oxide diagnostic

stress is carried out on the test structures, in order to

reveal the plasma induced damage that can be pas-

sivated during high-temperature process steps [56]. Fig.

11 shows as an example the cumulative distribution

plots of the threshold voltages measured before and

after the application of a constant-current stress (CCS)

to antenna nMOS transistors. It can be clearly seen

that only after the application of the CCS the latent

PID can be observed. Fig. 11 also points out that the

choice of the diagnostic stress is essential for the PID

detection. After 50 mC/cm2 all antenna devices and

the reference device show extensive drift of Vt to

negative values corresponding to a positive charge

build up, induced by the CCS. After additional injec-

tion of 450 mC/cm2 electron trapping is dominating

and the M2 antenna of one of the two wafers clearly

shows PID whereas no difference between reference

and antennas can be seen on the other wafer. The

correct stress conditions depend mainly on the oxide

thickness, the gate oxide area, the PID mechanism and

the type of dielectric [57].

The following measurement sequence is recom-

mended to perform a correct in-line PID monitoring

[54] in absence of a JEDEC standard for this reliability

aspect:

1. Measurement of the gate oxide leakage current and

the transistor parameters, Vt and, possibly, Gm and

Ids, in the antenna devices and in parallel also for

the reference device. Depending on the process, some

parameters could not be sensitive to PID [52] and in

this case the characterization sequence can be short-

ened or modified accordingly.



Fig. 11. Cumulative frequency plot; Vt distributions after injection of 0.05 and 0.5 C/cm2 on 55 nm nMOS oxide of a reference

transistor and M1, M2 and poly antennas.
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Fig. 12. Gate oxide I–V characteristics of scribe line antenna

pMOS transistors with 5.5 nm gate oxide: to the right a device

not affected by PID, a device showing soft-breakdown due to

PID and the I–V curve (in the top of the diagram) of a device

after the diagnostic stress had been carried out and the gate

oxide had suffered hard-breakdown.
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2. Diagnostic stress in order to reveal plasma induced

latent damage and to increase the probability of the

characterization measurements to identify PID.

3. Repetition of the characterization measurements of

step 1.

The first parameter measurement is the gate oxide

leakage current. The correct choice of the characteriza-

tion voltage is essential to identify PID. The character-

ization voltage should be chosen high enough. Fig. 12

presents the I–V characteristics of a 5.5 nm pMOS device

with an antenna. By measuring the gate oxide current at

the transistor supply voltage (2.5 V in the case reported in

Fig. 12) the soft-breakdown (SB) would not be detected

since the current is in the noise region and the resolution

of an automatic in-line measurement system usually does

not exceeds 1 to 10 pA. When the gate current is mea-

sured at a higher, properly tuned voltage (e.g. 4 V), the

SBD events can be caught reliably. In conclusions it can

be said that the gate leakage should be measured at an

elevated voltage above the operating voltage.
5.2. Analysis of the PID parameters

An in-line PID monitoring accumulates a huge

quantity of recorded data which must be characterized,

in order to draw correct conclusions about possible PID

issues in the manufacturing process. One set of para-
meters is measured for each MOS transistor with dif-

ferent levels of antennas. In general, an automated

procedure is necessary to organize the PID database and

extract a manageable information. A methodology is

described to extract two main PID parameters which are

put in control/trend cards.
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The assessment of the PID raw data must follow a

fixed approach corresponding to the measurement se-

quence described above. It is essential that the assess-

ment is carried out for the reference as well as for the

antenna device. Four steps are necessary:

1. Characterization of gate oxide leakage.

2. Assessment of threshold voltage.

3. Identification of devices broken down during diag-

nostic stress.

4. Determination of drifts of transistor parameters be-

fore and after diagnostic stress and between antenna

and reference device.

For steps 1 and 2 it is necessary to exclude outliers

from the further analysis. For step 3 broken down de-

vices must be excluded from further analysis in order to

avoid misleading results [54]. An example is given in Fig.

13 where antenna structures before the diagnostic stress

reveal significant deviations of Vt in comparison to the

reference device (step 2 of the analysis approach). These

structures must be excluded from further measurements

and analysis.

As it has been demonstrated in [54] two parameters are

very helpful in analyzing the drift data: The Shift Mean

and the sigma ratio. The normalized averaged absolute

shift of Vt for a wafer is called Shift Mean. It is the first

important criterion for the PID assessment and is ex-

pressed in Eq. (3) where n is the total number of samples

d ¼ 1

n

Xn
i¼1
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Fig. 13. Comparison of Vt distributions for two lots between anten

demonstrating initial high-flyer values.
This Shift Mean parameter is calculated for antenna and

reference devices and can be used for a comparison of

PID even between different processes and oxide thick-

nesses. Additional PID shift indicated by significantly

higher d of the antenna devices compared to that of the

reference devices is a measure for higher PID (or trap

density [58]).

The broadening of the Vt parameter distributions

caused by the revealing stress independent of the abso-

lute Vt level the following can be expressed through

parameter: the ratio between the standard deviation of

the Vt distribution after stress and that before stress. It is

a measure of the charging damage due to inhomoge-

neous processes and is described in Eq. (4) also called

‘‘sigma ratio’’ q:

q ¼ rðVti postÞ
rðVti preÞ

ð4Þ

The sigma ratio is calculated for both the antenna device

and the reference transistor and can be compared for

different processes [59].
6. Interconnect fWLR tests

The high integration density of today’s CMOS chips

involves millions of wiring elements as metal lines, vias

between metal levels and contacts to poly-silicon layers

such as gate electrodes or to diffusions/implants (source/

drain of devices). Hence these interconnects represent a

reliability risk that needs careful assessment. Due to

reduced cost, preparation and stress duration, which in
Lot 2

outlier values

stacked antenna

e

poly antenna

enna

na and reference transistors before diagnostic gate bias stress
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turn allows higher sample size, a fast wafer level reli-

ability test for electromigration (EM) has been proposed

almost two decades ago with the introduction of the

standard wafer level electromigration accelerated test

(SWEAT) [60]. Besides the SWEAT the iso-thermal

(constant temperature) [61,62] and the iso-current

(constant current) reliability stress tests are also widely

used for electromigration investigations. In many studies

the different fWLR EM tests have been compared

[63,64] extrapolated to lifetimes and correlated to

package level stress [18,65–68] for aluminum and copper

interconnects. The main focus of this section will be on

the SWEAT which had been improved recently [69] and

which is documented in an updated JEDEC standard

[71]. The section concludes with a brief summary of

contact and via fWLR tests.
6.1. The electromigration tests

The fundamental model behind the electromigration

testing is Black’s equation [17]

ttf ¼ A� J�n � expðEa=kT Þ; ð5Þ

where ttf is the time to failure, A and n are material or

structure related constants, J is the current density, Ea is

the activation energy, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is

the absolute temperature. This equation allows several

ways to conduct the EM stress: the classical way is

performed at constant temperature and current, for

which the test structures are packaged and put in an

oven at constant temperature, while a rather moderate

current density is applied that does not cause significant

additional heating. The test times are relatively long and

cost as well as preparation time are considerable.

Shorter times are achieved by increasing the current

density, which causes increasing temperatures in the

metal lines due to Joule heating. This self-heating is

exploited for fWLR and lead to the simple iso-current

stress, which applies a high constant current. The Joule

Heating causes the temperature to rise to an initial

plateau, but especially towards the end of the stress

when the metal line resistance increases due to the deg-

radation caused by the stress the temperature rises fur-

ther, i.e. the stress increases at the end of the stress. At

the high current densities necessary for fWLR often a

broadening of the distributions is observed if constant

current stress is used, which is a result of locally varying

Joule heating contributions. Although this test is

straight forward and relatively easy to implement it re-

quires exact knowledge of the temperature evolution to

correct the distorted distribution.

An alternative is the iso-thermal stress, where the

temperature is kept constant by means of controlling the

power. The current is ramped up to the predetermined

self-heated acceleration and as the resistance increases
due to degradation the current is reduced, i.e. the stress

decreases towards the end of the stress sequence. This

requires a control loop that measures the temperature

and adjusts the current. The implementation is at least

tricky and not as straight forward as the constant cur-

rent stress. Also reducing the stress over time increases

the overall test time.

Therefore another idea is to leave the stress con-

stant over time by adjusting the current based on

measuring the voltage and calculating the temperature

and the resistance simultaneously. This way the cur-

rent and temperature change both but moderately

during the stress while the stress acceleration remains

constant. The acceleration is given by the right hand

side of Black’s equation excluding the constant A.

This also requires a sophisticated control loop, which

is not trivial to implement as the necessary revision of

the JEDEC standard P119 has demonstrated [69]. The

new SWEAT method that correlates well with pack-

age level stress results allows predictive fWLR moni-

toring for aluminum [65,70] and copper lines [18] as

well.

6.2. The SWEAT

In preparation for the SWEAT test which is described

in detail in [69,71] the desired acceleration needs to be

determined, i.e. the constant A needs to be determined

for the structure as well as for the material to be stressed.

The acceleration is the ratio ttf=A of Eq. (5), i.e. the

acceleration increases as ttf decreases. This allows for a
wide range of stress conditions just by selecting ttf . As

soon as ttf is set, the current density for an appropriate

temperature can be searched assuming the activation

energy (Ea) is known. Black’s equation can be rear-

ranged to yield the temperature for a given current

density. A too high temperature may activate degrada-

tion mechanisms or non-uniformities in the heat distri-

bution that are not product relevant, hence not desired.

Once the adequate temperature and current density

combination is determined for the chosen ttf the stress

preparation is complete. At the beginning of the stress

the current is ramped up carefully preventing any

overshoots to the determined current density. During

the first part of the ramp up the thermal resistance Rth of

the test structure is determined. Rth relates the temper-

ature to the dissipated power (P ¼ I � V ). The thermal

resistance is the slope of the temperature versus power

curve, where the temperature is calculated using the

temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR). This rela-

tion is needed to determine the temperature of the test

structure in the control loop, for which Rth has the

advantage to be insensitive to any electromigration-

induced resistance increase. For the correct Rth to be

determined it should be taken in the range between 30

and 120 �C only, i.e. before any electromigration affects
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Fig. 14. The control parameter calculated ttf as function of the

actual stress time is well behaved even as electromigration

progresses.
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the measurement [69,71]. For aluminum lines that are

stressed up to 300 �C this works fine. However, closer

analysis reveals that the TCR and Rth are not linear over

the entire temperature range. While for aluminum the

deviation seems to be tolerable for copper that is stres-

sed at temperatures as high as 600 �C the deviation

becomes significant. Therefore, a correction factor is

introduced [73] and Rth needs to be determined at stress

temperature. This nonlinear temperature dependence is

also manifested in a JEDEC standard [74]. During a

SWEAT Black’s equation is calculated with the actual

values for current density and temperature continuously.

As soon as the result equals the preset ttf the ramp

reached its target value. Now the control loop is acti-

vated and adjusts the current density if the in situ cal-

culated ttf leaves the ±1%-band around the preset ttf . For
this purpose Black’s equation is rewritten in a way that

ttf is a function of current density only [69].

Fig. 14 illustrates the controlling of ttf by means of

the current density where the calculated ttf is plotted

versus the actual stress time. Whenever the ttf is outside
the control band (60± 1 s) the current density is ad-

justed, which moves the new ttf closer to the preset target

value. Fig. 14 also demonstrates that the preset ttf (60 s)

is a control parameter as a measure for acceleration

only, while the time to reach the target degradation of

the resistance is independent of it and in this case much

longer (162 s). The observed peaks are probably induced

by progressing electromigration. Note that in this case

the boundary was set to ±1 s instead of 1%. The current

reduction was less than 4% and the temperature in-

creases less than 2% over the entire stress time in this

case. The time to reach a certain resistance degradation,

e.g. 20%, is plotted for all samples in a log-normal plot

with all data falling on a straight line. An example for a

log-normal distribution from a SWEAT fWLR stress is

given in Fig. 15.
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Using SWEAT it was successfully demonstrated that

data from iso-current package level and SWEAT predict

the same lifetime at operation conditions for aluminum

[65] and copper [18] using Black’s equation. In addition

the failure mechanisms were analyzed by physical failure

analysis and shown to be the same. Thus this offers the

option to quantify the lifetime from fWLR SWEAT

tests. There are some important pre-conditions: the

constants in Black’s equation need to be determined

exactly and the temperature profile in the stressed line

must be as uniform as possible. In addition the test

structure needs to be designed for a test that uses Joule

heating, i.e. it needs to consider the intended self-heating

of the stressed line. In fact the limitations for SWEAT

can be the test structure layout and too high tempera-

tures.

For the test structure design it is necessary to be

product relevant. Therefore, via terminated straight

metal lines, as shown in Fig. 16 [18,72], are used to avoid
100 1000
time (s)

level. The data of the SWEAT is tightly distributed and can be
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Fig. 16. Example for via-terminated M1 line as product relevant EM test structure. The electron flow from metal layer 2 to layer 1 can

cause voiding near the via in the M1 line. [18,73].
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the reservoir effect, e.g. from a connected pad. Via ter-

minated lines have the advantage of shorter fail times

than e.g. a NIST structure. Also the stressed metal lines

do not include any line width variations (as a SWEAT

structure [75]) to avoid heat sinks and to gain a very

even temperature along the line. For electrical verifica-

tion of the failure, its location and the detection of the

possible failure mechanism additional sense lines are

useful, e.g. sense lines above and below vias and other

significant points. The temperature gradient between the

stressed line and it’s vicinity needs consideration for the

temperature distribution. Also the temperature gradient

between the stressed line and the supplying line as well

as the sense lines needs to be taken into account for the

layout. Another source for misleading results is over-

heating or failure of the supply lines, leading to shal-
Fig. 17. FEM simulation for test structure design verification illustra

significantly, which is not intended. The arrow indicates the current d
lower or even bimodal log-normal distributions.

Dummy lines in parallel, as shown in Fig. 16, help to

reduce temperature variations or can be used for cool-

ing. Thermal simulations of the test structure at the

intended stress conditions help checking whether the

structure is feasible for the highly accelerated stress

conditions of the self-heated EM test and support early

detection of problems. An example is given in Fig. 17

where the supply line is too narrow and also heats up

significantly. Thus the via is overheated and can cause

an additional, undesired failure mode. The supply line

can be broadened to avoid this effect. However, broad-

ening it too much has the opposite effect (Fig. 18) and

cools the line to be stressed, leading to too long times to

failure due to an inhomogeneous temperature profile in

the stressed line.
ting that the via will be overheated and the supply line heats up

irection.



Fig. 18. FEM simulation for verification of test structure design. The supply line is too wide and acts as heat sink causing non-uniform

heat distribution in the line that needs to be stressed. The arrow indicates the current direction.

Fig. 19. Schematic top view and cross-section of a contact

chain test structure. Contacts are positioned between short M1

lines and minimum n+ diffusion areas.
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SWEAT cannot be used for multiple stress lines

connected in series or via chains because it is at least

extremely difficult or not possible to determine the exact

temperature in the stressed line. The iso-thermal stress

using such structures has the same problem. Further

challenges for newer technology generations are the low-

K dielectrics in the metal stack that need careful evalu-

ation whether the SWEAT is the suitable fWLR stress,

because the thermal resistance is likely to change over

the temperature range or may be in-stable at highly

accelerated stress conditions.

For successful integration of a SWEAT in fWLR

monitoring it is important to use careful screening. Thus

the initial resistances of the stressed, supply and sense

lines as well as the leakage currents to adjacent lines

need to be recorded before and after stress. If the

resulting parameters before stress are out of the expected

specified resistance range the stress data are most likely

not representative and should be taken out of the sample

for a log-normal plot. The electrical detection and ver-

ification of the failure location was mentioned above

already and is important to ensure that the intended

stressed line did indeed fail. Regarding sampling the

relatively long stress time (50–100 s) of a SWEAT allows

a sample size, for example five chips per wafer. If

SWEAT is performed on 5–10 wafers per lot a reason-

able statistic is achieved for one lot supporting extrac-

tion of t50 and sigma for the control card. In case of

bimodel distributions care must be taken that the t50 and
the sigma is not determined from the entire distribution

[76]. The earlier mode is the more important and can be
separated from the longer ttf values. Then t50 and sigma

can be evaluated from the early mode only and reported

in the control card. It might be necessary to increase the

sampling when a bimodality is observed, especially when

the earlier mode has a low probability to occur.
6.3. Contact and via fWLR tests

Another task of fWLR is to check the integrity of

contacts and vias. Contact (or via) chains with a well

adjusted amount of contacts (or vias) are measured. As

depicted in Fig. 19, a contact chain for fWLR consists of

contacts from first metal connected to n- or p-diffusions

(or poly-Si). A test structure with two force and two

sense lines ensures a precise resistance evaluation by

means of four point measurements. Again accurate

characterization of the test structure elements is essen-

tial. Initial resistance measurements of each connection



Fig. 21. Schematic cross-section of a self-heated via chain test

structure. The poly-Si strip heats the structure above and

accelerates the degradation.
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separately and if applicable reverse current measure-

ments of involved pn-junctions allow detection of

inconsistencies and data screening. After initial charac-

terization at operation conditions a brief constant cur-

rent stress is applied, which is typically less than ten

seconds. Subsequently the characterization sequence as

before stress is repeated and resistance drifts are deter-

mined. No commonly used model for lifetime prediction

of the resistance drift is currently available in the liter-

ature. Therefore, the resistance after stress is typically

plotted versus the resistance before stress for quick vi-

sual control as illustrated in Fig. 20. For data of the

contact chain of Fig. 20 the constant current stress re-

veals two irregular not intended modes:

1. completely failed contacts with unacceptable high

resistance (up to 5000 X) after stress,

2. contacts with initially high resistance which show im-

proved resistance after stress.

The increased resistances of mode 1 indicate incom-

pletely filled contact holes where the current is con-

ducted along the barrier layer only. The reduction of the

resistance of mode 2 is a result of breaking down insu-

lating residuals in the contact hole. The advantage of the

proposed diagnostic constant current stress is that

appropriate corrective actions can be initiated according

to the recorded results. For the control card reporting

the resistance drift can be used. A DR50 and the sigma of

the distribution are suitable for SPC control.

For via integrity similar tests and test structures are

used as for contact integrity. The schematic cross-section

is given as an example in Fig. 21, where the via connects

two metal levels M1 and M2. Again the test structure

should include connections for four point resistance

measurements. In addition a poly-Si heater beneath the
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via chain allows local temperature acceleration. The

stress sequence consists of:

1. the initial characterization of the test structure at

room temperature,

2. the ramp up to temperature,

3. a brief constant current stress with a current low en-

ough to not cause Joule heating,

4. cooling down phase,

5. the characterization after stress at room temperature.

For temperature control the power dissipated in the

heater is kept constant during the stress. Simulations or

an additional metal meander in one metal layer can be

used to determine the temperature in the via chain.
7. Device reliability monitoring

Device reliability is another common reliability risk

to be covered in integrated circuit processing and hence

is an important part of every process qualification. De-

vice parameter degradation occurs when the device is

operated in a conducting (some voltage higher than the

threshold voltage at the gate and the circuit operation

specific voltage at the drain) [77–79] or a non-conducting
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mode (no gate bias, circuit operation specific voltage at

the drain) [80]. Another condition is referred to as gate

bias stress, for which the gate is biased, while well,

source and drain are grounded. In some cases the tem-

perature is also accelerated and it is called bias tem-

perature stress (BTS) [81]. Depending on the device type,

prevalent operation and the technology any of the three

types could be the most critical condition. Therefore,

during a qualification it is determined, which device at

which condition is the most critical and must be moni-

tored by means of fWLR monitoring.

Usually the two critical conditions are the conducting

and non-conducting stress. The conducting hot carrier

stress is performed at the gate and drain voltage com-

bination that leads to the highest parameter degradation

within the stress time [78,79]. For non-conducting device

stress the drain voltage is chosen in a way that appre-

ciable degradation occurs within reasonable time [80].

The relative parameter drift (in percent) is plotted as a

function of time in a log–log plot with stress conditions

as parameter. Increasing the stress conditions results in a

similar degradation evolution over time [77,80], i.e. for

different conditions the parameter drift as function of

time yields parallel lines in a log–log plot as it is shown

in Fig. 22. This is an indication that the degradation

mechanism is consistent between stress conditions of

process qualification and fWLR. By means of a model

[77,80] the observed degradation is projected to opera-

tion conditions and the device reliability at the end of

the specified product lifetime is estimated. Further de-

tails on device degradation can be found elsewhere

[82,83]. Also other analysis methods [84] are reported

than that in Fig. 22.

Particularly the conducting and the non-conducting

stresses can be highly accelerated. Thus they are well

suited for fWLR stresses and monitoring the technology
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Fig. 22. Device Ids drift as function of stress time for different

stress voltages. Above the noise level the degradation curves

from regular wafer level stress run parallel as the curves from

fWLR at even higher acceleration. This indicates that degra-

dation is driven by the same mechanism in all four cases.
device reliability beyond qualification. The degradation

models of the process qualification can also be applied

to the fWLR data and as a result lifetimes can be esti-

mated from fWLR data. For both stresses the voltage

applied to the drain is the main parameter accelerating

the degradation. The limit for the acceleration is the so-

called secondary avalanche breakdown when the drain

voltage becomes too high. This point is characterized in

the qualification and used later-on as limit for the fWLR

conditions. Thus a short stress at highly accelerated

stress conditions is the basis for fWLR monitoring. This

stress takes approximately 10–20 s. The stress is per-

formed on regular MOS transistor test structures. A

typical fWLR stress and measurement sequence for an

MOS transistor starts with the device characterization

including gate and drain leakage and device parameter

measurements (e.g. the threshold voltage). These

parameters are used to determine a yield (integrity fails)

before stress. If all parameters of the device under test

are within the parameter specification limits the specified

fWLR stress is applied followed by another character-

ization sequence of the device. The difference in the

device parameters before and after stress represents

the drift due to the stress. These drifts are plotted in the

control card and compared to reference values from

qualification hardware and other wafers from the pro-

cessing time frame of the qualification. Typically the

stress and measurement sequence is repeated on five

chips per wafer. From each monitored lot 5–15 wafers

are subjected to fWLR stresses.

Fig. 22 compares the degradation of a NFET under

different conducting hot carrier stress conditions. DIds is
plotted as a function of stress. Above the noise level

(�0.2%) the curves run straight and parallel. At each

drain voltage condition several devices were stressed to

demonstrate the reproducibility. The highest stress

conditions are used for fWLR. Several subsequent

stresses were performed at different sites to demonstrate

consistency with stresses at lower voltages. It is obvious

that the slope is consistent with that at lower accelera-

tion. The wider spread than for qualification stresses is

the result of using a large wafer map and therefore

showing the on-wafer variations.

For a robust process the highly accelerated but short

stress may not be sufficient to reveal any degradation of

the key parameters like the saturation drain current (Ids)
in forward or reverse direction. This is a positive result

but to stay sensitive for a degradation the following

measures can be applied:

• the stress duration can be extended,

• device parameter characterization before and after

stress can be enhanced,

• fWLR can use additional transistor parameters that

are more sensitive than the parameter of primary

interest which correlate well with it.
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One possible devices parameter which is more sensi-

tive than e.g. Ids is the analogue current IA, which is

measured at a gate voltage a few tenth of a volt above

the threshold voltage. Using such indirect parameters

helps to keep the stress time at a minimum while still

detecting degradation above the noise level. Fig. 23

shows the drift of the analogue current as a function of

the drift of the drain current in saturation. The triangle

and the circle represent two different analogue currents.

First of all the correlation between the drifts is excellent

and supports the idea of the analogue current being the

better choice for fWLR monitoring. As a second main

conclusion from Fig. 23 it can be said that the drain

current shifts merely three percent while the analogue

current shows a 20% shift, which is much easier to detect

and more accurate. Such an ‘‘indirect’’ parameter is

especially beneficial for the signal to noise ratio, hence

for the measurement accuracy.

The gate bias stress becomes more important at ele-

vated temperatures. A well known example for a gate

bias stress is the negative bias temperature stress (NBTS)

on PFETs [85] that leads to serious instabilities also

known as negative bias temperature instability (NBTI)

[86]. The increased temperature necessary for a NBTS is

a handicap for fWLR on a simple PMOS transistor,

because the measurement sequence is usually carried out

at a temperature slightly above room temperature. The

required heating and cooling of the chuck for the com-

plete stress and measurement sequence would take

considerable time and in addition is not desired to be

applied to the products on the same wafer. Therefore,

structures that can be heated locally are used [87]. Such

heater structures use poly silicon lines for resistive

heating with metal lines on top to control the tempera-

ture. An example is described in another contribution of
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Fig. 23. Correlation between analogue current drift and drain current

current; both correlate excellent with the drain current degradation.
this issue [88], to which we refer for more details and

results.

Locally heated structures are also well suited for

mobile ion detection. In this case a transistor using a

metal gate over thick isolation oxide or just a simple

PMOS transistor combined with a poly-Si heater is

useful. Again the temperature is controlled by resistance

measurement of a metal line on top of the poly-Si heater.

A typical stress sequence is shown in Fig. 24. Since the

dependence of mobile ions on the electric field across the

dielectric is weak, the temperature dominates the stress

acceleration. Therefore, the stress is performed at tem-

peratures in the range of 200–250 �C. A key element is to

leave the bias on the gate until the poly heater has cooled

down to room temperature. This allows freezing the ions

at the location where they had moved during the stress.

If this is not considered and the bias is taken off first the

ions may redistribute and an erroneous or no Vt-shift is
observed. Before and after the high temperature gate

bias stress the transistor parameters are measured at

room temperature. In Fig. 25 the Vt shifts of mobile ion

stresses with different polarities are displayed. After
4 5 6 7
s drift (%)

drift. The triangle and the circle represent two different analogue



Fig. 25. Vt-distributions from fWLR mobile ion test. Depending on the gate bias the ions can be moved to the metal electrode or the

silicon interface and back.
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applying a positive voltage to the gate of a PFET the Vt
shifts to higher threshold voltage, indicating that the

ions are pushed down to the SiO2–Si-interface. A second

stress with negative gate bias moves the ions up to to-

wards the metal electrode reducing the influence of the

ions on the channel and hence the threshold voltage. The

ions can be moved reproducibly and the original Vt
distribution is restored by applying the temperature over

a longer time without bias.
8. Conclusions

The use of fWLR monitoring on productive wafers is

without doubt the essential tool to systematically dem-

onstrate the current process reliability performance with

respect to the targeted process reliability for integrated

circuit fabrication after process qualification. Applica-

tion of an SPC approach on fWLR data indicates if the

process reliability is stable and offers the advantage to

trigger corrective actions at an early state of IC pro-

duction. For most of the reliability mechanisms highly

accelerated tests have been reported and are commonly

available for use in in-line measurements. fWLR moni-

toring has also shown its use for process development

before process qualification. It can reduce the traditional

measurement effort of long term or package level tests

significantly. The benefit of fWLR monitoring is clearly

recognized by the technical community and by now

most of the semiconductor manufacturers have already

implemented fWLR tools in their fabrication areas. The
success stories reported in the literature indicate this

trend towards fWLR.

In this introduction to fWLR monitoring it has been

shown that only a careful and complete approach from

the design and layout of the scribe line test structure, the

set up of a sensitive stress and measurement sequence to

the correct and exact analysis method will result in the

maximum benefit and a correct interpretation. At the

same time the sampling and frequency of fWLR moni-

toring is crucial to the detection of reliability violations.

It became clear that a minimum sample size for reli-

ability mechanisms is required and in some cases the

testing of every single wafer with 1–3 samples is not

sufficient to get a clear picture of the reliability perfor-

mance. Surely not all angles and aspects of fWLR

monitoring are discussed in this introduction but it

highlights many pitfalls and areas of concern for the

described test structures and reliability stresses. Also it

has been indicated that in some fWLR areas more re-

search must be done in order to optimize stresses or

adapt existing stresses to new process options.
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